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enterprises of electronic optics, touch display, printing & packaging, automotive & medical care, hardware & home appliances, and lithium battery new energy. In addition to the exhibition, the Expo exclusively focuses on film & tape application and displays a variety of functional film and adhesive products of more than 400 famous brands from 13 countries around the world.

Following more than ten years of steady development, FILM & TAPE EXPO has become a long-standing and well-established professional exhibition. Boasting a display area of 24,000sqm, FILM & TAPE EXPO Focuses on the Latest Updates in the Film and Tape Industry

**Exhibition Scale**

- **24,000m²** exhibition area
- **26,830** professional buyers
- **2,656** VIP guests
- **420** exhibitors
- **12** countries and regions

**6 Highlights of Six Onsite Activities**

- **Automatic Cutting & Die-cutting Display Area**
  - Visit for the Patent Exhibition
    - Where professional visitors can vote for their favorite exhibits with in-demand innovative inventions.

- **Newly-Launched Technology Forums**
  - Where professional visitors can vote for the best exhibits and for technology trends in the industry.

- **VIP Guide Service**
  - When visiting the exhibition, visitors can consult with experienced VIP guides.

- **Film & Tape live show**
  - Where visitors can experience the latest film and tape technologies.

**Scope of Exhibits**

**01 High-function film**

**02 Protective film**
- PE, PET, CPP and other process protective film, electronic protective film / protective paper, scratch / abrasive / wear resistant film, ultra-thin protective film, anti-static protective film, building material protective film, all kinds of protective film suitable for electronics, home appliances, easty whole-life cycle materials, plastic packaging and other industries.

**03 Adhesive tape**
- Adhesive tapes and adhesives for various substrates such as film, paper, cloth, foam and bore, silicone adhesive, pressure sensitive adhesive, BOPET / BOPP film, PET / CPP film, PI film, PP film, PET / CPP film, PI film, lithium film / aluminium plastic film, PET / CPP film, PET / CPP film, PI film, PP film, PET / CPP film, PI film, lithium film / aluminium plastic film, PET / CPP film.

**04 Optical film**

**05 Release film**

**06 Raw materials and chemicals**
- Raw materials and chemical products, silicone wafer, peeling coating, BOPET / BOPP film, PET / CPP film, PI film, lithium film / aluminium plastic film, PET / CPP film, PI film, lithium film / aluminium plastic film, PET / CPP film.

**07 Machinery and processing**
- Feeding, cutting, coating, drying, coating, bonding, winding, slitting, die cutting, packaging and other related equipment used in the film and tape manufacturing process, including precision coating and slitting equipment, film smoothing equipment, automatic coating film machine, die-cutting equipment, winding machine, bonding equipment, coating equipment, automatic cutting machines, feeding / die-cutting equipment, dispensing / printing / coextrusion coating machine, die-cutting machine, flexible printing machine, pre-processing supply device, waste gas treatment machinery and equipment.

**08 Instruments and accessories**
- On-line defect detection equipment, coating thickness measuring equipment, cleaning room systems, dust-free cleaning roller, analysis / measurement / testing instrument and related control system, UV lamp and curing system, deviation-correcting and tension control system, coating head, fiber device, casting rollers, electronically controlled, rollers, clamps, blanking press, clutch, corona processor, sheet removal equipment, surface treatment equipment and other supporting equipment.

**Renowned Exhibitor Brands**

*The above exhibitors are ranked in no particular order. Please consult the organizer for more information.*
Dongguan Fuyin Adhesive Technology Co., Ltd.

*The majority of international visitors hail from five major industrial hubs, i.e., South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Singapore and India. The bulk of domestic visitors come from two industrial hubs, i.e., South China and East China.

Visitors from several upstream and downstream industries closely follow this exhibition.

"At FILM & TAPE EXPO, we met with important upstream and downstream business partners in the touchscreen industry here both home and abroad, which is a very good result. We have closely worked with South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and Singapore. The three-day exhibition, we received a lot of visitors, including exhibitor peers, and it was extremely convenient for visitors and exhibitors alike. We are very grateful to the organiser for providing us with such high-quality services and a platform for learning."

Huang Shangyuan, Marketing Manager, Extrusion Materials Division, Zhangjiagang Kangdexin Composite Material Group

"As an exhibitor, we received a lot of help from FILM & TAPE EXPO. While onsite, we displayed our products that covered the entire industrial chain, allowing us to see the latest technologies. We'd like to send the expo our best wishes for a bright and prosperous future!"

Liang Lei, General Manager, Dongguan Turui Mechanics Co., Ltd.

"We are grateful to the organiser for their responsible and enthusiastic service during the whole process from the invitation, to mailing our badges, shuttle bus arrangements and on-site reception. Rich and comprehensive products that covered the entire industrial chain were on display, allowing us to see the latest technologies. We learned about the latest industry technologies at the conferences. We hope the expo will get better with each edition, and we'll be coming back next year."

"We really appreciate the Organiser’s invitation. They kept us updated with the latest expo developments so that we could know all pertinent details in advance, and arranged our visit accordingly. The on-site reception staff was professional and responsible. While at the site, we were able to see the industry’s most cutting-edge equipment, while learning about the most advanced technologies. NDK like to send the expo our best wishes for a bright and prosperous future!"

Byrne optics (Huizhou) Co., Ltd.

"We are grateful to the organiser for their responsible and enthusiastic service during the whole process from the invitation, to mailing our badges, shuttle bus arrangements and on-site reception. Rich and comprehensive products that covered the entire industrial chain were on display, allowing us to see the latest technologies. We learned about the latest industry technologies at the conferences. We hope the expo will get better with each edition, and we'll be coming back next year."

Huawei terminal (Dongguan) Co., Ltd.

Comments from FILM & TAPE EXPO Group Visitors
The International Coating and Die-cutting Expositions (ICDE) serves as an extension of the Films & Tapes Expo. It exerts a decisive influence in the fields of film & tape manufacturing and processing with a comprehensive display of raw equipment, materials and technologies in coating, compounding, printing, slitting, rewinding and die-cutting. Through its seamless connection with Films & Tapes Expo, ICDE covers the two major industry markets of optoelectronic manufacturing and electronic product packaging, while providing a wealth of new products and technical solutions for over 50,000 professional buyers from around the globe. In addition to indispensable online and offline business matchmaking services provided by the organizer, an efficient and convenient way to seek out targeted customers onsite, participants also benefit from beyond-the-booth market exposure via various direct and digital marketing channels, including industry summit forums, renowned media interviews and roadshows. ICDE is a wise choice for any enterprise keen and ready to showcase the strengths of their brand and discover new and potential business partnerships!

**Featured Pavilion**

**Die-cutting Automation & Innovation Display Area**

The organizer has cooperated with several die-cutting brand equipment manufacturers to create an innovative display area for die-cutting automation. It will additionally be carrying out onsite process training to help further solve the variety of process and consumable difficulties faced by die-cutting processing plants today. Onsite demonstrations a series of production processes, such as: reciprocating die-cutting, combination line, double synchronous die-cutting combination line, double-side synchronous die-cutting synchronizing process and PTC synchronous die-cutting combination line. The organizer cooperates with terminal application, I/O processing enterprises, colleges and universities, and material research and development enterprises with on-site to explore future market trends of the die-cutting/cutting, new materials and new technologies, together with new applications in the industry. This is to ensure that their services and technologies will be better integrated into the future era of die-cutting/cutting automation!

**Visitor Domain**

- **Films/paper manufacturers**, coating machinery, other machinery, die-cutting machinery, flexible packaging and printing machinery, flexible copper clad laminate manufacturers
- Advertising materials, medical materials, ceramics and sealed packaging manufacturers, rubber, textiles (woven, non-woven)
- POS/TPC line printing, adhesive stickers/shells, label packaging, medicine packaging, daily chemical packaging
- Electronics, semiconductors, automotive, medical, photovoltaic/flexible battery fields

**Equipment Assembly Lines**

- Die-cutting machines
- Laminating machines
- Slitting machines
- Rewinding machines

**Pavilion Feature**

- Covers the complete die-cutting process and provides intelligent manufacturing solutions for the entire industry
- Display dynamic production processes featuring equipment installation and real collision
- Interact with visitors to achieve an ideal production mode featuring automation and single-piece production

**Scope of Exhibits**

- **Featured materials**
  - Coating/laminating, extrusion coating machines, ultrasonic coating machines, scraper coating machines, heat melt adhesive coating machines, vacuum oven thermal expansion coating, coating heads, laboratory coating equipment, gluing and bonding equipment, compound machines and laminating machines
  - Slitting machines, pressed slitting machines, rotary slitting machines, two knives slitting machines, bead slitting machines, dividing and cutting machines, rewinding machines, coilers, winding machines, die-cutting machines, automatic slitting machines
  - Coating/laminating, extrusion coating machines, ultrasonic coating machines, scraper coating machines, heat melt adhesive coating machines, vacuum oven thermal expansion coating, coating heads, laboratory coating equipment, gluing and bonding equipment, compound machines and laminating machines
  - Slitting machines, pressed slitting machines, rotary slitting machines, two knives slitting machines, bead slitting machines, dividing and cutting machines, rewinding machines, coilers, winding machines, die-cutting machines, automatic slitting machines

- **Equipment Assembly Lines**
  - Die-cutting machines
  - Laminating machines
  - Slitting machines
  - Rewinding machines

- **Pavilion Feature**
  - Covers the complete die-cutting process and provides intelligent manufacturing solutions for the entire industry
  - Display dynamic production processes featuring equipment installation and real collision
  - Interact with visitors to achieve an ideal production mode featuring automation and single-piece production

**About the Organizer**

Shanghai Reed Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a joint venture established in 2015 by Reed Exhibitions and Shanghai Kuozhan Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. to company that specializes in planning and organizing large and medium-sized exhibitions and conferences at home and abroad. It is a well-known exhibition organizer in the electronics and display industry and one of the nine outstanding member companies of Reed Exhibitions Greater China. At present, the company holds industry exhibitions in Shanghai and Shenzhen each year, including the renowned ICDE & DISPLAY CHINA and Film & Tape expo. In addition to its exhibitions, it also holds a variety of industry networking events and conferences. Shanghai Reed Exhibitions is also a host of a number of international, national, regional events, which attracts local and international users and buyers operating across the fields of smart terminals, high technology, advanced manufacturing, industrial control, electronics, advertising, smart health care and smart homes. It is where they come to learn about the latest manufacturing and printing edge-products and technical solutions, while actively promoting the rapid development of the optoelectronic display industry in Asia and China.
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